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Arbitrary choice of basic variables in density functional theory: Formalism
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The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem of the density functional theory~DFT! is extended by modifying the Levy
constrained-search formulation. The theorem allows us to choose arbitrary physical quantities as basic vari-
ables which determine the ground-state properties of the system. Moreover, the theorem establishes a minimum
principle with respect to variations in chosen basic variables as well as with respect to variations in the density.
By using this theorem, self-consistent single-particle equations are derived.N single-particle orbitals intro-
duced reproduce not only the electron density but also arbitrary physical quantities which are chosen as basic
variables. The validity of the theory is confirmed by examples where the spin density or paramagnetic current
density is chosen as one of basic variables. The resulting single-particle equations coincide with the Kohn-
Sham equations of the spin-density functional theory or current-density functional theory, respectively. By
choosing basic variables appropriate to the system, the present theory can describe the ground-state properties
more efficiently than the conventional DFT.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The density functional theory~DFT! ~Refs. 1 and 2! pro-
vides the most powerful method to calculate the ground-s
properties of materials. The Hohenberg-Kohn~HK! theorem1

laid the foundation for DFT. The theorem states that the e
tron densityr~r ! determines the ground-state wave functi
and all other ground-state properties of the many-body s
tem, wherebyr~r ! is regarded as the basic variable in t
DFT. The theorem also gives the variational princip
with respect to the electron density. The practical scheme
calculating ground-state properties was provided by Ko
and Sham.2 They introduced the noninteracting fictitiou
system and successfully derived single-particle equat
with the aid of the HK theorem. They are called the Koh
Sham ~KS! equations. The electron density can be rep
duced correctly by means of the KS orbitals in the fictitio
system.

The DFT has been extended to suitable density functio
frameworks by treating characteristic quantities as basic v
ables. For example, in the spin-density functional the
~SDFT! ~Refs. 3 and 4! and its relativistic theory,5–8 the spin
density m~r ! and r~r ! are chosen as basic variables whi
determine the ground state of the spin-polarized system.
SDFT has the following merits in comparison with the orig
nal DFT. One is that we can get the ground-state value
both the electron density and spin density, while DFT rep
duces the electron density alone. Another merit is concer
with the simplicity of the approximate form of the exchang
correlation energy functionalExc@r,m#. Due to the explicit
treatment of the spin density as the basic variable, we
construct a simpler exchange-correlation energy functio
than the conventional DFT.9

Another simple example of the extended DFT is found
the current-density functional theory~CDFT! ~Refs. 10–14!
and its relativistic extension, the relativistic current- a
0163-1829/2004/69~3!/035113~9!/$22.50 69 0351
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spin-density functional theory.15–19 In the CDFT, the para-
magnetic current densityj p(r ) is chosen as a basic variab
as well asr~r !. The CDFT also has merits which are anal
gous to those of the SDFT. That is, not only can one get
paramagnetic current density reproduced by the KS orbit
but the simple exchange-correlation energy functio
Exc@r,j p# can sufficiently describe effects that would requ
a highly complicated functionalExc@r# in the original
DFT.20,21

In order to enjoy the above merits in general cases, i
essential to choose as basic variables the quantities w
characterize the ground-state properties of the system. S
characteristic quantities differ in individual systems. The
fore, we need the extended HK theorem which holds
arbitrarily chosen basic variables. In this paper, we shall
velop the generalization of the Levy constrained-sea
formulation22–24 so as to get such a theorem.

The constrained-search formulation provides a corresp
dence between basic variables and the wave function
spective of external fields and potentials. So far,
constrained-search formulation has been applied to sev
cases by some authors. Electron density and off-diagona
ements of the density matrix were treated as basic varia
in both works of Levy24 and Percus.25 Perdew and Zunge
have used the constrained-search procedure to construc
rigorous framework of the SDFT.26 Erhard and Gross hav
employed the constrained-search approach, and derived
sum rules of the exchange-correlation energy functiona
the CDFT.27 In order to overcome the symmetry dilemma
the KS theory, the constrained-search formulation has b
extended to the symmetrized one by Theophilou28 and
Görling,29,30 and further discussed by Theophilou31 and Kat-
riel et al.32 The constrained-search approaches for exc
states have been developed by Go¨rling,33 Levy and Nagy,34

and Nagy and Levy.35 Thus, the constrained-search formul
tion has been pursued in the specific cases. The purpos
©2004 The American Physical Society13-1
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this paper is to give a theoretical framework in which ar
trary characteristic quantities of the system can be chose
basic variables, by utilizing the constrained-search pro
dure. Due to the arbitrary choice of basic variables, the m
its above illustrated by the SDFT and CDFT are maintain
in the present theory. That is, physical quantities which
chosen as basic variables in compliance with electronic p
erties of the system can be obtained simultaneously with
electron density.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec.
we present the extension of the HK theorem. The exten
theorem guarantees that the ground-state wave functio
determined by basic variables which are chosen appro
ately to the system. It is also shown that there exist
minimum principle with respect to variations in chos
basic variables as well as with respect to variations in
density. In Secs. III and IV, self-consistent single-partic
equations are derived on the basis of the extended HK th
rem. In order to confirm the validity of the present theory
is shown in Sec. V that the present theory can reproduce
SDFT and CDFT formulations. Finally in Sec VI, we sum
marize results and give some comments on the pre
theory.

II. EXTENSION OF THE HOHENBERG-KOHN THEOREM

A. Basic variables

Let us consider the many-body system described by
nonrelativistic Hamiltonian

Ĥ5T̂1Ŵ1E r̂~r !next~r !dr , ~2.1!

wherenext(r ) is an external electromagnetic potential.T̂, Ŵ
and r̂(r ) are operators of the kinetic energy, electro
electron interaction energy, and electron density, resp
tively. In this system, the HK theorem holds for the ba
variabler0(r ) which is defined as the expectation value
r̂(r ) with respect to the ground stateuC0&, i.e., r0(r )
[^C0ur̂(r )uC0&.

1,2 In the conventional constrained-sear
formulation,22–24 the functional defined by

F@r#5 Min
C→r

^CuT̂1ŴuC& ~2.2!

is introduced so as to eliminate then-representability
problem of the original HK theorem and to generalize t
theory to degeneracies. Concerning the existence of the m
mum in Eq. ~2.2!, the essential property is weak lowe
semicontinuity of^CuT̂1ŴuC& in the Hilbert space of the
C. Then, since$CuiCi51% is weakly compact,36 the mini-
mum exists, if $CuC°r,iCi51% is weakly closed~see
Theorem 3.3 in Ref. 23!. Searching over all antisymmetri
wave functions that yield a particularr~r !, which is denoted
by C→r in Eq. ~2.2!, F@r# gives the minimum expectatio
value of T̂1Ŵ. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1~a!.
The N-electron Hilbert space is divided into subsets,
each of which all wave functions integrate to a particu
r~r !. Following the diagram on p. 59 in Ref. 37, a minimi
03511
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ing wave function for a particularr~r ! is denoted by a dot
in the subset.37 Since the constrained-search formulati
guarantees the equalitŷC0uĤuC0&5^C@r0#uĤuC@r0#&,
the first theorem of Hohenberg and Kohn is immediat
proven.22

For the purpose of the extension of the HK theorem,
consider the constrained-search

F@r,X#[ Min
C→~r,X!

^CuT̂1ŴuC&, ~2.3!

whereX~r ! is an arbitrary physical quantity which is define
uniquely, for example, the spin densitym~r ! or the paramag-
netic current densityj p(r ). Again, the minimum exists in Eq
~2.3!, if $CuC°(r,X),iCi51% is weakly closed and is no
empty. In the following we assume that@r~r !,X~r !# is of that
type. This constrained-search gives a minimum expecta
value of T̂1Ŵ among antisymmetric wave functions th
yield both r~r ! and X~r !. In this case,N-electron Hilbert
space is divided into smaller subsets@see Fig. 1~b!#, in each
of which all wave functions integrate to a particular pair
r~r ! and X~r !. A minimizing wave function for a particular
pair of r~r ! andX~r ! is denoted in Fig. 1~b! by a dot in the
smaller subset. Since the minimum value is determined
r~r ! andX~r !, we can express it as the functional ofr~r ! and
X~r ! on the left-hand side of Eq.~2.3!. A minimizing wave
function is denoted byC@r,X#.

Suppose that a ground state ofĤ exists, andr~r ! andX~r !
for the ground state are denoted byr0(r ) andX0(r ), respec-
tively. From the definition ofC@r0 ,X0# we have

E05^C0uĤuC0&5^C@r0 ,X0#uĤuC@r0 ,X0#&. ~2.4!

This means that under the conditions given the ground-s
wave function can be obtained by finding the wave funct
that minimizes the expectation value ofT̂1Ŵ and yields
both r0(r ) and X0(r ). Thus, there is a correspondence b
tween the ground-state wave functionC0 and a pair ofr0(r )
andX0(r ). We get

C@r0 ,X0#5C0 . ~2.5!

FIG. 1. TheN-electron Hilbert space divided into subsets.~a!
Each subset consists of wave functions which integrate to a par
lar r~r !. The conventional constrained-search~2.2! is performed in
the subset. A minimizing wave function is denoted by a dot in ea
subset.~b! The set in~a! is further divided into smaller subsets
Each subset consists of wave functions which yield not onlyr~r !
but alsoX~r !. A minimizing wave function is denoted by a dot i
each subset.
3-2
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The wave function does not equalC0 if r~r ! and/orX~r ! are
incorrect.

It should be mentioned that the degeneracy of the gro
state does not affect the above discussion as well as in
case of the conventional constrained-search formulation.22 If
the ground state is degenerate, all of the ground-state w
functions may be obtained by the above-mentioned pro
dure repeatedly.

B. Variational principle

Suppose again thatĤ has anN-particle ground state. The
Rayleigh-Ritz principle is given by the variational search
minimum energy among all antisymmetric wave function
i.e.,

E05Min
C

^CuĤuC&. ~2.6!
a

gl
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The above variational search among all antisymmetric w
functions is divided into two steps. First, we consider t
subset ofN-electron Hilbert space, in which all wave func
tions yield a given pair ofr~r ! and X~r !. We minimize

^CuĤuC& in the subset,

Min
C→~r,X!

^CuĤuC&5 Min
C→~r,X!

^CuT̂1ŴuC&1E r~r !next~r !dr

5F@r,X#1E r~r !next~r !dr , ~2.7!

where we use the fact that all wave functions in the sub
yield the samer~r !. As the second step, we minimize E
~2.7! over all pairs ofr~r ! andX~r !, and obtain the minimum
value of ^CuĤuC& in the N-electron Hilbert space:
E05Min
C

^CuĤuC&

5Min
r,X

H Min
C→~r,X!

^CuĤuC&U E rdr5N,E u¹r1/2u2dr,`J
5Min

r,X
HF@r,X#1E r~r !next~r !drU E rdr5N,E u¹r1/2u2dr,`J . ~2.8!
of

en-
ria-

of
Here we use the convention that Min$AuC% means taking the
minimum value ofA under the conditionC. We define the
energy functionalE@r,X# by

E@r,X#[F@r,X#1E r~r !next~r !dr ; ~2.9!

then Eq.~2.8! is rewritten as

E05Min
r,X

HE@r,X#U E rdr5N,E u¹r1/2u2dr,`J .

~2.10!

We have

E05E@r0 ,X0#. ~2.11!
Therefore, the energy functional defined by Eq.~2.9! takes
the minimum valueE0 for the correct ground-state values
basic variables,r0(r ) andX0(r ). In other words, we obtain
the variational principle with respect to basic variablesr~r !
and X~r !. This principle can also be regarded as the ext
sion of the conventional HK theorem which states the va
tional principle forr~r !.

III. KINETIC ENERGY FUNCTIONAL

In the conventional DFT the kinetic energy functional
the noninteracting fictitious system is defined as
Ts@r#5 Min
$f i %→r

H (
i 51

N K f iU2 \2¹2

2m Uf i L U E rdr5N,E u¹r1/2u2dr,`J , ~3.1!
res-
s

where the notation$f i% means the set ofN orthonormal or-
bitals which construct the single Slater determinantF, and
$f i%→r indicates that the search is constrained among
$f i% which yield the prescribed electron densityr~r !. r~r ! is
given by the expectation value with respect to the sin
Slater determinant:
ll

e

r~r !5^Fur̂~r !uF&5r@$f i~r !%#5(
i 51

N

f i
1~r !f i~r !. ~3.2!

In the present framework we shall adopt the common exp
sion for the kinetic energy of the noninteracting fictitiou
system,
3-3
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Ts@r,X#[ Min
$f i %→~r,X!

H (
i 51

N K f iU2 \2¹2

2m Uf i L U E rdr5N,E u¹r1/2u2dr,`J , ~3.3!
-
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where the notations have the same meanings as an Eq.~3.1!.
Basic variablesr~r ! andX~r ! are also given by the expecta
tion values with respect to the single Slater determinant
X~r ! has an operator denoted byX̂(r ), thenX~r ! is generally
written as

X~r !5^FuX̂~r !uF&5X@$f i~r !%#. ~3.4!

The minimizing set$f i% in Eq. ~3.3! is determined by the
pair of r~r ! andX~r !. Thus, the minimizingN orbitals are the
functional ofr~r ! andX~r !. It should be noted that the exis
tence of the minimum in Eq.~3.1! has been proved by
Lieb.23 We again assume that the minimum exists in E
~3.3! in the similar way to Eq.~2.3!, i.e., @r(r ),X(r )# is
supposed to be of that type.

The minimizingN orbitals can be obtained by searchin
the minimum value ofS i 51

N ^f i(r )u2\2¹2/2muf i(r )& under
the conditions that orbitals are orthonormal and yield
given r~r ! and X~r !. In order to perform this constrained
-

he
th

-

in
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search variational, we introduce Lagrange multiplier fun
tions l~r ! andm~r ! for the conditions that the minimizingN
orbitals yieldr~r ! andX~r !, respectively. Lagrange multipli
ers« i j have also introduced for the condition that the min
mizing N orbitals are orthonormal. DefineV@$f i%# by

V@$f i%#[(
i 51

N E f i
1~r !S 2

\2¹2

2m Df i~r !dr

1E l~r !H (
i 51

N

f i
1~r !f i~r !2r~r !J dr

1E m~r !•X@$f i~r !%#2X~r !%dr

2 (
i , j 51

N

« i j H E f i
1~r !f j~r !dr2d i , j J . ~3.5!

Then the minimizing condition is given by
itals:
(
i 51

N E df i
1~r !S dV

df i
1~r ! Ddr1(

i 51

N E S dV

df i~r ! D df i~r !dr50. ~3.6!

Substitution of Eq.~3.5! into Eq.~3.6! leads to a pair of equations which are necessary conditions on the minimizing orb

2
\2¹2

2m
fk~r !1l~r !fk~r !1E m~r 8!•S dX@$f i~r 8!%#

dfk
1~r ! Ddr 85(

j 51

N

«k jf j~r !, ~3.7a!

2
\2¹2

2m
fk

1~r !1l~r !fk
1~r !1E m~r 8!•S dX@$f i~r 8!%#

dfk~r ! Ddr 85(
i 51

N

« ikf i
1~r !. ~3.7b!
f
le-

bles
in-
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the
de-

.
g

The Lagrange multiplier functionsl~r ! and m~r ! should be
determined by requiring orbitals to yield a given pair ofr~r !
and X~r !. That is, l~r ! and m~r ! are written asl(r )
5l@r(r ),X(r )# andm(r )5m@r(r ),X(r )#, respectively. If a
given pair ofr~r ! andX~r ! corresponds to the true ground
state, then Eqs.~3.7a! and ~3.7b! coincide with the single-
particle equation of the fictitious system which gives t
ground state basic variables correctly. Let us consider
simplest case as an example. If we chooser~r ! alone as a
basic variable, Eqs.~3.7a! and ~3.7b! are reduced to equa
tions with a potentiall~r ! which producesr~r !. Further if
r~r ! is the ground-state value,l~r ! is equal to the KS effec-
tive potential of the DFT. The details will be discussed
Sec. IV.
e

IV. SELF-CONSISTENT SINGLE-PARTICLE EQUATIONS

Equations~3.7a! and~3.7b! are satisfied for any values o
basic variables. In this section, we consider the sing
particle equation in the case where the given basic varia
coincide with the ground-state values. The variational pr
ciple which is mentioned in Sec. II.B has to be applied to t
problem because it provides the prescription of getting
correct ground-state values of basic variables. First, we
fine the exchange-correlation energy functionalExc@r,X# by

F@r,X#5Ts@r,X#1U@r#1Exc@r,X#, ~4.1!

whereF@r,X# and Ts@r,X# are respectively given by Eqs
~2.3! and ~3.3!, and U@r# is the Hartree term. Substitutin
Eq. ~4.1! into Eq. ~2.9!, we obtain
3-4
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E@r,X#5Ts@r,X#1U@r#1Exc@r,X#1E next~r !r~r !dr .

~4.2!

The variational principle guarantees thatE@r,X# has the
minimum value ifr~r ! andX~r ! are respectively equal to th
ground-state values,r0(r ) andX0(r ). Thus, the minimizing
conditiondE@r0 ,X0#50 is rewritten by
v

al

r-

ic
th

03511
dTs@r0 ,X0#1dU@r0#1dExc@r0 ,X0#1E next~r !dr~r !dr

50. ~4.3!

Taking the variation with respect to basic variables in ea
term, we get
dE@r0 ,X0#52E H l@r0~r !,X0~r !#2next~r !2E e2r0~r 8!

ur2r 8u
dr 82

dExc@r,X#

dr~r !
U r5r0

X5X0

J dr~r !dr

2E H m@r0~r !,X0~r !#2
dExc@r,X#

dX~r !
U r5r0

X5X0

J •dX~r !dr50, ~4.4!
ator

in-
iven

ged
In the calculation of the first term of Eq.~4.3!, we utilize
Eqs.~3.7a! and ~3.7b! via the following relation

df i~r !5f i@r01dr,X01dX#2f i@r0 ,X0#.

Equation~4.4! leads to final expressions ofl@r0(r ),X0(r )#
andm@r0(r ),X0(r )#:

l@r0~r !,X0~r !#5next~r !1E e2r0~r 8!

ur2r 8u
dr 8

1
dExc@r,X#

dr~r !
U r5r0

X5X0

, ~4.5!

m@r0~r !,X0~r !#5
dExc@r,X#

dX~r !
U r5r0

X5X0

~4.6!

Equations~3.7a! and ~3.7b! with Eqs.~4.5! and ~4.6! repro-
duce the correct ground-state values of basic variables
Eqs.~3.2! and ~3.4!.

Let us consider the case whereX̂(r ) is generally denoted
by
ia

X̂~r !5 (
n51

N

x̂~r ;tn!. ~4.7!

Heretn comprises the space coordinate, momentum oper
and vector of Pauli matrix for the particlen, and x̂(r ,tn) is
the single-particle Hermitian operator. For example, the sp
density and paramagnetic current-density operators are g
in this form as seen in the next section. By using Eq.~4.7!,
the single-particle equation~3.7a! is reduced to

ĥsfk~r !5H 2
\2¹2

2m
1l@r0~r !,X0~r !#

1E m@r0~r 8!,X0~r 8!#• x̂~r 8;t!dr 8J fk~r !

5(
j 51

N

«k jf j~r !. ~4.8!

l@r0(r ),X0(r )# and m@r0(r ),X0(r )# are real number and
vector, respectively. Since the single-particle Hamiltonianĥs
is a Hermitian operator, the above equation can be chan
to the canonical form by a unitary transformation:
H 2
\2¹2

2m
1l@r0~r !,X0~r !#1E m@r0~r 8!,X0~r 8!#• x̂~r 8;t!dr 8J fk~r !5«kfk~r !. ~4.9!
ities
ties
on
ans
ed
Equation ~3.7b! is also converted to the canonic
form which is equivalent to Eq.~4.9!. Note that Eqs.
~3.2! and ~3.4! are left invariant under the unitary transfo
mation. Therefore, Eqs.~4.9!, ~4.5!, ~4.6!, ~3.2!, and
~3.4! can be regarded as self-consistent single-part
equations of the fictitious system. The advantage of
le
e

present theory is that one can choose arbitrary quant
as basic variables in compliance with electronic proper
of a given many-body system. Not only the electr
density but also such quantities can be obtained by me
of self-consistent single-particle equations deriv
above.
3-5
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If we chooser~r ! alone as a basic variable, it is easi
shown that Eq.~4.9! coincides with that of the conventiona
KS theory. The third term on the left-hand side of Eq.~4.9!
does not appear in this case. The equation has only the
potentiall~r ! which accords with the effective potential o
the KS equation.

At the end of this section, we have a discussion conce
ing the variational principle~4.3!. As mentioned in Sec. III,
r@$f i(r )%# andX@$f i(r )%# are given by the expectation va
ues with respect to the single Slater determinantF. There-
fore, U@r#, Exc@r,X# and *next(r )r(r )dr in Eq. ~4.2! are
also regarded as functionals ofF. Here, define the following
functional ofF:

E@F#[^FuT̂uF&1U@r#1Exc@r,X#1E next~r !r~r !dr .

~4.10!

The description that follows refers to the variational pr
ciple of the above functional. The set of the single Sla
determinants can be divided into subsets, in each of wh
the single Slater determinants yield a particular set ofr~r !
and X~r ! via Eqs. ~3.2! and ~3.4!. The variational search
among all single Slater determinants is divided into t
steps. We get

Min
F

E@F#5Min
F

S ^FuT̂uF&1U@r#1Exc@r,X#

1E next~r !r~r !dr D
5Min

r,X
H Min

F→~r,X!
S ^FuT̂uF&1U@r#1Exc@r,X#

1E next~r !r~r !dr D J . ~4.11!

The single Slater determinants in a particular subset yield
sameU@r#, Exc@r,X# and*next(r )r(r )dr due to the defini-
tion of the subset. Thus, Eq.~4.11! is rewritten by

Min
F

E@F#5Min
r,X

H Min
F→~r,X!

~ ^FuT̂uF&!1U@r#1Exc@r,X#

1E next~r !r~r !dr J .

The first term MinF→(r,X)(^FuT̂uF&) is equal toTs@r,X#
because of Eq.~3.3!, i.e., the definition ofTs@r,X#. Conse-
03511
cal
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quently, by means of the variational principle~4.3!, we get
the following variational principle with respect to the sing
Slater determinant:

Min
F

E@F#5Min
r,X

HTs@r,X#1U@r#1Exc@r,X#

1E next~r !r~r !dr J
5Min

r,X
E@r,X#

5E0 . ~4.12!

This means that the variational principle with respect to ba
variables~4.3! is equivalent to that with respect to the sing
Slater determinant. In the original DFT, the variational pr
ciple with respect to the single Slater determinant has b
discussed by Hajisaavs and Theophilou38 to overcome the
n-representability problem. The variational principle~4.12! is
recognized as the generalization of their formulation.

V. EXAMPLES

In this section, we apply the present theory to the typi
case where the spin density or paramagnetic current den
is reasonably chosen as one of basic variables. Each
completely reproduces the SDFT or CDFT formulation.

A. Spin-density functional theory

For describing the ground state of the spin-polarized s
tem, the spin density is considered reasonable as one of b
variables, i.e., we chooser~r ! andm~r ! as basic variables in
the present theory. When this is the case, the set of sin
particle equations can be obtained by lettingX~r ! equal to
m~r ! in the above-mentioned discussion. The spin-den
operatorm̂(r ) is given by

m̂~r !52be(
i 51

N

d~r2r i !si , ~5.1!

wheresi denotes the vector of Pauli matrices andbc is the
Bohr magneton. The single-particle operator which cor
sponds tox̂(r 8;t) in Eq. ~4.9! is given by

x̂~r 8,t!52besd~r 82r !. ~5.2!

Substituting Eq.~5.2! into Eq. ~4.9!, self-consistent single-
particle equations are derived as follows:
H 2
\2¹2

2m
1l@r0~r !,m0~r !#2bem@r0~r !,m0~r !#•sJ fk~r !5«kfk~r !, ~5.3!

with
3-6
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l@r0~r !,m0~r !#5next~r !1E e2r0~r 8!

ur2r 8u
dr 81

dExc@r,m#

dr~r !
U r5r0

m5m0

, ~5.4!

m@r0~r !,m0~r !#5
dExc@r,m#

dm~r !
U r5r0

m5m0

, ~5.5!
qu
th
i-

th
th
.
ed

tio
s
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ic
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d by
where basic variables are

r0~r !5 (
k51

N

fk
1~r !fk~r !, ~5.6!

m0~r !52be(
k51

N

fk
1~r !sfk~r !. ~5.7!

The set of these single-particle equations is completely e
to that of the SDFT. Thus, the present theory provides
SDFT formulation ifr~r ! andm~r ! are chosen as basic var
ables.

It should be noted that there is a difference between
above SDFT formulation and previous developments of
spin-density constrained-search.26,37 In Ref. 26 and in Sec
8.1 of Ref. 37, the minimization of the total energy is carri
out with respect to not basic variables but the minimizingN
orbitals of Eq. ~3.3!. Since the minimizingN orbitals are
given as solutions of Eqs.~3.7a! and~3.7b!, the minimization
of the total energy should be carried out under this restric
on orbitals.dTs@r,X# in Eq. ~4.3! are calculated under thi
restriction as mentioned in Sec. IV, while the total energy
minimized in Refs. 26 and 37 without imposing the restr
tion on orbitals.
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B. Current-density functional theory

The paramagnetic current densityj p(r ) is considered suit-
able as one of basic variables for describing the electro
structure of the system, in which a spontaneous current ex
like in open-shell atoms andf-electron materials.39–41In such
a case, the set of single-particle equations can be obtaine
makingX~r ! equal toj p(r ) in Eqs.~4.9!, ~4.5!, and~4.6!. The
paramagnetic current-density operatorĵ p(r ) is given by

ĵ p~r !5
2 i\

2m (
i 51

N

$d~r2r i !¹i1¹id~r2r i !%. ~5.8!

In this case, the single-particle operatorx̂(r 8;t) in Eq. ~4.9!
is

x̂~r 8;t!5d~r 82r !
2 i\¹

2m
1

2 i\¹

2m
d~r 82r !. ~5.9!

Substituting Eq. ~5.9! into ~4.9!, self-consistent single-
particle equations are given by
F p2

2m
1l@r0~r !,j p0~r !#1

1

2m
$p•m@r0~r !,j p0~r !#1m@r0~r !,j p0~r !#•p%Gfk~r !5«kfk~r !, ~5.10!

with

l@r0~r !,j p0~r !#5next~r !1E e2r0~r 8!

ur2r 8u
dr 81

dExc@r,j p#

dr~r !
U r5r0

jp5 jp0

, ~5.11!

m@r0~r !,j p0~r !#5
dExc@r,j p#

d j p~r !
U r5r0

jp5 jp0

, ~5.12!
where basic variables are

r0~r !5 (
k51

N

fk
1~r !fk~r !, ~5.13!
j p0~r !5
2 i\

2m
(
k51

N

@fk
1~r !¹fk~r !2$¹fk

1~r !%fk~r !#.

~5.14!
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These single-particle equations~5.10!, ~5.11!, ~5.12!, ~5.13!,
and ~5.14!, coincide with those of the CDFT. It should b
noted that the starting Hamiltonian of the many-body syste
which is given by Eq.~2.1!, does not contain the term ass
ciated with the external vector potential. In th
n-representable CDFT scheme,10,11 the starting Hamiltonian
includes the interaction ofj p(r ) with an external vector po
tential. If we apply the CDFT to the system in the absence
an external magnetic field, the external vector potentia
vanished after deriving the Kohn-Sham equation. In ot
words, the ‘‘artificial’’ external vector potential is introduce
in the n-representable CDFT scheme so that one can
with j p(r ) as the basic variable. The present theory allows
to choosej p(r ) as one of basic variables and to derive t
Kohn-Sham equation without introducing such an ‘‘arti
cial’’ external vector potential.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we extend the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem
modifying the Levy constrained-search formulation. T
theorem allows us to choose arbitrary physical quantities
basic variables. By means of this theorem, we derive s
consistent single-particle equations which reproduce b
variables correctly. The single-particle equations can be
ognized as an extension of the KS equations of the ordin
DFT scheme. In order to confirm the validity of the theo
we consider the case where the spin density or paramag
current density is chosen as one of basic variables. Each
makes a reproduction of the SDFT or CDFT scheme co
pletely.

Due to the arbitrary choice of basic variables, the pres
theory has two advantages over the conventional DFT
discussing the ground-state properties, it is to be desired
quantities which characterize the system can be obtained
rectly within energy-band theory. In the present theory,
can directly calculate such characteristic quantities by me
of single-particle orbitals because they can be chosen as

*On leave from Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, S
shu University, Matsumoto 390-8621, Japan.
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